Right and left continuity are investigated in a certain order theoretic model for cluster analysis. These conditions are related to purely order theoretic concepts. Semiflat cluster methods tie .-_. characterized in terms of left continuity and flat cluster methods in terms of right continuity.
Introduction
An order theoretic model for cluster analysis was introduced in [I] and [2] . The notation and terminology of the present work will follow that of these earlier papers. Specifically, it is assumed that M;N are bounded finite partially ordered sets, each of which has at least three members. Let t denote the set of nonnegative real numbers, ordered in the usual manner. In light of Model L of [l] , an L-cluster method will be regarded either as a mapping and note that 6 is a metric on Res(M, L); there is a similar metric on Res(N, L). In the Jardine-Sibson model for cluster analysis [3, pp. 77401 J continuity with respect to the corresponding metric topologies plays an important, though con:roversial role. Qur goal will be to examine the meaning of left and right continuity within the framework of Model L, with a goal toward placing these topolqical concepts in a purely order theoretic setting.
2, Left continuity
Before proceeding, some definitions are in order. Recall first that in a partially ordered set f, the notation x&x means that the family (xa) is indexed over a directed set D such that: But C$C* and F is isotone on {CT,: cxr/3}, so V{FC,*: azfl} = V{FC,*: al/S'}.
Letting e-0, it follows that FC*= V{FC,*:az&#}. It is time to show that F is left continuous. To do this, let lim, C.z = C* with each C,*SC*. Choose 8 and k as above, and use left continuity to find an index 18 so that 6(C*, Cz)<e for all arfl. As above, (I -~/~)FC*~;;FC~SFC*. It follows that for arbitrary n E N,
It follows that F is left continuous. 
If Theorem 3. For an L-cluster method F, right cmtinuity are as one would expect, for completeness, they will be stated here. To say that X& in the partially ordered set P is to say that (x~) is indexed over a directed set D, that a! I/? in D implies that X&MB in P, and that x = l\axQ in P. Next we prove that if F is right order-continuous or right continuous and satisfies JS3 +, then it is flat. In view of the proof of [I, Theorem 7.41, it is enough to show that for 0 < h < k in E, F is &compatible for 8 as follows: [kl, m) it is true that B&)r #k(x) when ts t'c 1. For a given C*E Res(M,L), to may be chosen so that for tos t< 1, the range of C* lies in the union of these intervals. For the family (0,: tos t< 1) it is then true that &C*k* and &~C*&C*. Here we have used the fact that if Fsatisfies JS3 +, then the range of PC+ is contained in the range of C*. As in the proof of Lemma 2, either right order-continuity or right continuity will now imply that F(6C*) = 8F(C *). Now we consider the right hand function of (5). With notation as before, choose 8, so that e,(x) =x for XL: kl, and so that 8, is linear from (0,O) to (hl, IQ), from (hl, h:) to (R ha) and from (k, ha) to (kl, kl). A typical 8, is shotiil in T&. 2. As in the previous case, for C*E Res(M,t), tocan be chosen so that when to= tc 1, &C*kXY and &FC+&C*. If F is either right order-continuous or right continuous, F(@C*) = @F(P) now follows. This serves to establish Finally we are able to state Theorem 6, For an L-cluster method F, the folIowing are equivalent:
(1) F is a flat L-cluster method.
(2) F s&$&s JS3 + and is continuous. Actually, the proof of (l)a (4) in Theorem 6 shows that every flat t-cluster method F is lower continuous in that C,*k"' implies P'C$Fc". Conversely, if F is lower continuous and satisfies JS3 +, then the proof of Lemma 5 shows F to be flat. There is a dual notion of F bging upper continuous, and we may now state Theorem 1. For an L-cluster method F, the following are equivalent: In (31, a cluster method is regarded as a mapping F: C(P)-,c(P), where c(P) denotes the set of dissimilarity coefficients on P, the underlying set of objects to be classified, and C(P) is equipped with the pointwise partial order. Now it follows from [ 1, Theorem 4.31 that d+Sd is an order isomorphism of C(P) onto Res(C,L). Here C denotes the lattice of all subsets of the set of 2 element subsets of P. For dl, &E C(P), one can define &dl,d2)=sup{ldl(a,b)-d$a,b)I:a,bEP} and note that this produces a metric on C(P). In that d(dl,dz) =6(Sdl, Sdz), the ma,pping d+Sd is an isometry as well as an order isomorphism. For this reason, the abstract resuits that occur in the present paper all apply almost verbatim to the Jardine-Sibson model. It is important to notice, however, that we have used the term flat cluster method in a much more general sense than that of [3, Chapter lo]. The reader should consult [l] for a precise discussion of the differences. Using the terminology of [3], we do mention that a subdominant cluster method is isotone, SO be :Lemma 1, if it satisfies JSj, it is upper continuous, left contiuous and left ordercontinuous. By [2, Theorem 4.31, every monotone equivariant subdominant method is already semiflat.
